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Abstract 
In order to regulate the fuel injection quantity for the non electronic-controlled engine during the process of automatic 
shift, independent accelerator auxiliary control device need to be designed .The accelerator control device should not 
only meet servo requirements in normal driving but also regulate the fuel injection quantity automatically in the 
process of automatic shift. This paper mainly describes the design of Electric hydraulic Accelerator control device, 
and the experiments show that the device can meet servo requirements and regulate the fuel injection quantity 
automatically. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction
When shifting with manual shift manoeuvring system, the driver will control the accelerator pedal to
regulate the fuel injection quantity. Not knowing the exact shifting moment, the driver can’t regulate the 
fuel injection quantity to cooperate with shifting. As for electronic-controlled engine, automatic shift 
manoeuvring system can regulate the fuel injection quantity automatically through the communication 
between TCU and the engine ECU, when shifting. As for air-cooled non electronic-controlled diesel 
engine, an accelerator auxiliary control device should be designed in the automatic control system to 
regulate the fuel injection quantity during the process of automatic shift. 
2. Accelerator auxiliary control device design features
The automatic shift manoeuvring system calls for regulation of fuel injection quantity, so the
accelerator auxiliary control device should have the following functions. 
(1)When the vehicle driving in some gear, the accelerator auxiliary control device should meet servo
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requirements steadily. In another word, the accelerator auxiliary control device can regulate the fuel 
injection quantity according to driver’s manipulation of the accelerator pedal, which represents the 
driver’s driving intention. 
 (2) During the process of shifting, the accelerator auxiliary control device should regulate the fuel 
injection quantity automatically. That is to say, it can regulate the fuel injection quantity automatically 
according to the requirements of engine control by automatic shift control system, not by driver’s 
manipulation of the accelerator pedal. Accelerator auxiliary control device should have high reliability, 
safety and rapid response characteristics. 
Presently, most of the accelerator auxiliary control devices used in non electronic-controlled diesel 
engine adopt drive-by-wire accelerator system driven by motor as shown in figure 1. 
Figure.1. drive-by-wire accelerator system driven by motor 
1-adjust lever rod; 2-engine fuel tooth lever-arm; 3-cable; 4-motor for fuel supply; 5- non electronic-controlled engine  
There is no mechanical connection between engine fuel system and accelerator pedal in linear 
accelerator scheme driven by motor. The concrete realization method for this scheme as follows: the 
position sensor is installed in the accelerator pedal, the drive motor is installed in the engine fuel system. 
Electronic control unit send commands to drive motor according to the accelerator pedal position sensor 
signal. The motor drives engine oil-supplied tooth stem, by which the automatic shift control system 
regulates the fuel injection quantity.  
The mechanical connection between engine fuel system and accelerator pedal is abrogate in this 
scheme, so there are some deficiencies as follows：
(1)While the vehicle driving in some gear, the drive motor is working at follow-up state all the time, so 
it calls for highly reliability to the motor. At the same time, ECU has to manage large amounts of data. 
What is worse, servo control algorithm is complex and can’t reflect the driver’s intention for injection 
quantity control exactly. 
(2)The system is not as safe as the scheme with mechanical connection. When there is something 
wrong with control system, engine injection quantity may go beyond the driver’s intention. It cannot 
provide reliable measures to realize engine flameout, and brings about some serious consequences. 
(3)Because of layouts of restrictions, it doesn’t easily recover manually mechanical accelerator control 
system. It doesn’t fulfill the requirements of recovery features to vehicle driving devices in an emergency 
situation. 
In order to make up the deficiency in the drive-by-wire control engine control system with motor as 
drivers, a new accelerator auxiliary control device, hydraulic drive automatic mechanical accelerator 
device, used in the non electronic-controlled engine vehicle automated shift control system, is put forward. 
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3. Hydraulic drive automatic mechanical accelerator design scheme 
Hydraulic drive automatic mechanical accelerator device is mainly comprised of control oil cylinder, 
accelerator pedal, accelerator pedal axle, accelerator control axis, engine fuel tooth lever drive shaft, and 
pedal return spring. As shown in Figure 2. 
Figure.2. principle diagram of hydraulic drive automatic mechanical accelerator device (a) accelerator in servo state; (b) accelerator 
in speed governing 
1-control oil cylinder；2- piston rod；3- accelerator pedal；4- fixed pin；5- control pin；6-base； 7- accelerator pedal axle；8-
base for accelerator pedal shaft；9- dust-proof covers；10- connecting arm of fuel delivery tooth stem；11-accelerator control 
axis；12- return spring；13- drive shaft of fuel delivery tooth stem  
Accelerator pedal controlled by hydraulic in this scheme replaces normal accelerator pedal used in 
manual accelerator control system, and the mechanical connection between accelerator pedal axle and 
engine fuel tooth lever is reserved. The realization method is as follows. 
(1) Connection mode 
The accelerator pedal axle is hollow. There is a circular pin hole and a long groove pin hole in turn in 
the right end. Its left end is soldered together with accelerator pedal. The accelerator pedal axle is 
installed in the base for accelerator pedal shaft, and it can do rotation movement around its axis only 
when driver operates the accelerator pedal. 
The accelerator control axis is also hollow, with transfixion long grooves of irregular shape (straight 
slot on the left, trapezoidal slot on the right) and convex platform on the right end. It is installed inside the 
hollow accelerator pedal axle, and its left end is connected with the piston rod of control oil cylinder. The 
accelerator control axis slides together with piston rod along the accelerator pedal axle’s axes, when the 
piston rod moves. The fixed pin drills trough the circular pin hole in the accelerator pedal axle right end 
and straight slot in the accelerator control axis, which makes the accelerator control axis always do the 
same rotation movement with the accelerator pedal axis. Return spring is installed between the accelerator 
pedal axle Right end face and the convex platform on the right end of accelerator control axis. When the 
piston rod moves, the accelerator control axis moves together with it in the same direction and the return 
spring is compressed or recovers.  Oil cylinder piston rod will remain in the position as shown in figure 2 
when not working, which is guaranteed by the prestressing when return spring installed. 
Drive shaft of fuel delivery tooth stem is solid, and it is equated with the accelerator pedal axle in the 
manual accelerator control system. A circular pin hole is in the left end of drive shaft of fuel delivery 
tooth stem, and connecting arm of fuel delivery tooth stem is installed on the right end. The engine fuel 
delivery tooth stem is connected with drive shaft of fuel delivery tooth stem by connecting pull rod of 
accelerator mechanism. Drive shaft of fuel delivery tooth stem is installed in the inner hole of the 
accelerator control axis, the long groove pin hole in the right end of the accelerator pedal axle, transfixion 
slot in the accelerator control axis and the circular pin hole in right end of drive shaft of fuel delivery 
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tooth stem are threaded with the control pin. Drive shaft of fuel delivery tooth stem only can do rotation 
movement around its axis because of constraint by the base. 
(2) Operating principle 
When the vehicle driving in some gear, the state of Hydraulic drive automatic mechanical accelerator 
device is as shown in Figure 2(a). Fixed pin and control pin are both in the straight slot of the accelerator 
control axis. Three axises, composing a whole through the fixed pin and the control pin, have the same 
motions, which realizes the mechanical connection between the accelerator pedal and fuel delivery tooth 
stem. The reliability of mechanical connection is guaranteed by spring compression pre-tightening force. 
During the process of shifting, the state of Hydraulic drive automatic mechanical accelerator device is 
as shown in Figure 2(b). Piston rod moves towards left, and the accelerator control axis is driven to slide 
towards left before shifting. And the fixed pin is still in the straight slot of the accelerator control axis, 
while the control pin on the drive shaft of fuel delivery tooth stem enter trapezoidal slot on the accelerator 
control axis. The drive shaft of fuel delivery tooth stem is driven by the return spring and moves to reduce 
injection quantity. Between the accelerator pedal axle and drive shaft of fuel delivery tooth stem, there is 
Relative rotation by which Injection quantity is control automatically. 
When shifting is accomplished, control oil cylinder makes the piston moves towards right, drive shaft 
of fuel delivery tooth stem is made rotated by the accelerator control axis through control pin. And the 
relative angle minishes. The mechanical connection will recover when he accelerator control axis moves 
towards right and makes the control pin enter straight slot.  
Hydraulic drive automatic mechanical accelerator device is installed in the mobile as shown in Figure3. 
There are some features for this device as follows: 
①It is safe. There is mechanical connection between the pedal and fuel delivery system during in gears. 
②It is very easy to carry out the method of control, as oil cylinder is controlled only during shifting. 
③It achieves the recovery features for vehicle driving devices in an emergency situation to military 
tracked vehicles. Return spring makes sure the accelerator stay in the state of mechanical connection. 
④The device is installed in the cab ,so it is convenience to repair and maintain. 
(3) Control principle 
The hydraulic control system scheme of driving device is put forward according to the function of the 
device, and its Oil-way principle is as shown in Figure 4. 
                                   
Figure 3 sketch map of Hydraulic drive automatic mechanical accelerator device installed in the auto; Figure 4 Oil-way principle of 
Hydraulic control system 
1-accelerator auxiliary control device；2- Drive shaft of fuel delivery tooth stem；3-lever of manual accelerator 
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Table 1.Control logic table of hydraulic control system for accelerator auxiliary control device 
high-speed response 
magnet valve 





of accelerator pedal 
The state of manual 
accelerator 
T1 ● ●   
T2 ● ●
The oil cylinder, used in hydraulic control system of accelerator auxiliary control device, is a Single 
piston rod dual-acting hydraulic cylinder. Control component are high-speed response two- position and 
three-way magnet valve T1 and T2, their logical relationship is as shown in table 1. 
4. Response character test of hydraulic drive automatic mechanical accelerator device 
Test curve of hydraulic drive automatic mechanical accelerator device is as shown in Figure 5. Oil 
pressure is 3.5Mpa, and oil temperature is 30C. In Figure 5, ne represents rotational speed of the engine 
(rpm), lpd represents the percentage of the total trip of drive shaft of fuel delivery tooth stem travel. A~B 
represents the process of reducing injection quantity automatically controlled by the accelerator auxiliary 
control device, it takes about 0.4s for the throttle Angle to range from 92% to 60%. B~C represents: the 
throttle Angle is kept 60% by the accelerator auxiliary control device, during this period. C~D represents 
the period of recovering the mechanical connection of accelerator pedal. It lasts about 0.8 s, which shows 
that it can recovering the mechanical connection of accelerator pedal after shifting automatically. 
Experimental results show that the accelerator auxiliary control device can regulate injection quantity 
automatically according to automatic shift control system’s requirement. 
Figure 5 .bench test response characteristic curve of hydraulic drive automatic mechanical accelerator device 
5. Conclusion 
The paper puts forward a new accelerator auxiliary control device for automatic shift control system 
with non electronic-controlled engine. The new device can regulate injection quantity automatically 
during the process of automatic shift, not reducing the quality of controlling the engine. And it can solve 
the problems such as safety, reliability, the complex nature of control method and so on for common 
linear accelerator scheme driven by motor. 
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